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The Business Challenge
Enterprise software environments are getting more complex with an increase 
in the deployment of purpose-built applications to meet the needs of various 
functions and lines of business. That’s leading to an explosion of compatibility 
and integration challenges to make applications work together in common 
environments, sharing data and processes, and providing consistent user access 
to the applications. 

Technology environment components such as operating systems, browsers, 
and peripheral software applications change frequently, and not on the same 
timetables. When a change in a technology stack component causes an issue 
with an application, a software application vendor’s typical response is to make 
an application code change through a patch or an upgrade. 

That approach to maintaining compatibility can be disruptive and incur significant 
costs in labor and time. The situation is even more complex when your 
landscape includes customized applications.

The Rimini Street Solution
Rimini Street has 
successfully resolved 
thousands of compatibility 
issues on behalf of 
our clients since we 
started in 2005. From 
that experience, we 
developed Rimini Connect 

—  a suite of interoperability 
solutions that help 
insulate applications from 
environmental changes 
using technology that acts 
as a “universal translator.” 

Rimini Connect changes 
the game because it handles interoperability across the IT landscape outside 
of application code. It’s a revolutionary approach that liberates organizations 
from vendor-mandated upgrades and allows them to pursue a roadmap and 
innovations that matter to their business, at their own pace.

RIMINI CONNECT 
SOLUTIONS

 » Rimini Connect™ for Browsers* 

 » Rimini Connect™ for OS 

 » Rimini Connect™ for Email 

*patented
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Say “Yes” to the Business 
Digital transformation has fueled the development and adoption of best-
fit software applications to drive improvements across organizations. Line 
of business leaders are demanding modern applications to achieve better 
outcomes in customer experiences, operations, supply chains, finance, human 
resources, analytics, and more. In turn, IT leaders are often expected to support 
a diverse portfolio of applications that don’t always share the same technology 
environment requirements. 

Rimini Connect enables IT to be more agile and responsive to the business by 
making combinations of applications and other components work together that 
may not necessarily be certified as compatible by the various software vendors. 

Your Systems, Your Way with Rimini Connect 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems typically represent a significant 
portion of IT investment for licensing and ongoing support and maintenance. 
They are the backbone of an organization’s software portfolio and are often 
highly customized to meet changing business requirements. Once these mission-
critical systems are secure, compliant, stable, and performing, it’s a top priority to 
keep them that way. 

While software vendors offer new releases and periodically reduce the support 
offerings for older releases, many organizations find the cost and risk of an 
upgrade outweigh the value of any new capabilities offered by the newer release. 
These organizations prefer to keep their current system running for many years, 
often 7-10 years or more. 

During that lifespan, environmental components of the IT landscape change, 
including browsers, operating systems, and peripheral applications. Wanting the 
latest versions of those components for security, performance, and functionality 
reasons, IT leaders are challenged with making their existing ERP version 
compatible and integrated without applying patches or upgrading. 

Rimini Connect helps future-proof interoperability by providing a revolutionary 
way for organizations to make their existing ERP work with other modern 
components of their IT infrastructure.  

Make Interoperability Issues a Thing of the Past 
The Rimini Connect suite offers easy-to-contract and easy-to-deploy solutions 
that provide always-on adaptability for your applications now and into the future.  

Learn more about Rimini Connect.

 
KEY BENEFITS 
• Avoid cost, disruption, and 

risk of core enterprise software 
upgrades

• Extend the lifetime and value 
of existing, customized ERP 
systems

• Modernize IT by implementing 
the latest releases of browsers, 
operating systems, and other 
technology components

• Make applications work with 
any major browser, any version, 
regardless of the application’s 
specified compatibility 
requirements

• Upgrade to the latest operating 
system without upgrading your 
core enterprise applications

“Anything could go wrong, 
so you’ve got to make sure 
everything works with each other. 
Now, your job, well, it’s about 
uptime and making sure you 
deliver on customer and employee 
experience. But you don’t have 
the resources, you don’t have the 
time, you don’t have the talent to 
be able to deliver on that. Imagine 
if there was a service that could 
actually give you that peace of 
mind. That’s what Rimini Connect 
is all about.”

R “Ray” Wang
Founder, Chairman, Principal Analyst
Constellation Research
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